
Race Report Rallye Breslau 2021, Team 317. Part 2.

Tuesday, 29.06.2021

The most demanding day in this rally week's schedule. Two stages with about 180km offroad in one day can be 
tough. But the day won't be over, the night stage is also planned for tonight, with more than 70km longer than 
in the last years.
All stages take place on the Drawsko poligon, a lot of extreme class obstacles await us and we hope for some 
swamp crossings, too.

Figuere 1: Departure. Day 2.

We start again in short intervals. 13 cars before us, 14 behind. We begin the stage with a good pace. More than 
one wild chase on the sand tracks, we are in the race again and not limping behind.
The dust does not ease the navigation, but we can keep the speed high and follow the road book without 
mistakes... until we find out that the repaired fan is not working properly. 
Increased temperature. Stop and check it. The fan, repaired and greased yesterday is still running. But yesterday
it brought a good air flow. Now maybe a third of the air flow is left, not constant and somehow a bit sideways.

Maybe the bearing is worn out and grease helped only for a short time? Short circuit in a motor coil? Stuck 
brush again? We do not know. Used spare parts are always a gamble.

We go on, an eye to the temperature gauge. More than 115°C and I slow down. At least both fans are running 
some how.
Again, every bit of water on the track is used for cooling.

Heavy sand track, ended by a water crossing, turn right, a second one. Both crossings easy, yet another car is 
stuck.
After that a hill climb, no problem with a bit speed. This spot has been washed out in the last years, but not 
today.

Sand tracks again. Sand needs power, power increases the engine temperature. So I take the foot of the gas, let 
it roll smooth. Soon three other extreme cars overtake, battling in close distance. They are followed by a lot of 
dust. No sight, so we drive slow and careful.

Martin: "In about 100m we should turn sharp left, upwards a hill. Stop. Here."



A sign emerges from the dust, hard to see. "EX CP". The three others went straight on. Ha.

A hillclimb on loose forest ground. All lockers engaged, full throttle. Dust and small tree across the track throw 
ne out of the perfect line, we are stuck.

Martin: "Do you want to try again or should we winch ourself upwards?"

Matthias: "We are close to the right edge of the ridge and I can not see backwards, due to the dust. Let's use the 
winch, it is the safer way."

Rope, winch and tree are used, on the top of the hill we are. No one appears in the rear mirrors. We get the 
stamp at the checkpoint and move on. One car drives up the hill from the other side, against the roadbook 
direction.

Matthias: "They all missed the CP! Probably caused by the dust. Good job, Martin!"

Back on the main track, but soon we leave it to the right, along a row of trees. I know that path. Grenade Tree.

The path leading to the swamp is already moist and swampy, both lockers engaged, the Suzuki digs itself 
through the mud. The name-giving tree is in sight, we stop at a small patch of hard ground. Another car is there,
his winch at work.

Martin wades through the swamp and commands me by radio: "He is trying to winch out on the left side.. use 
the mid lane, maybe you can even drive out."

Okay then. Aim the car's nose at the exit, lockers engaged again, smooth speed through the swamp, like a water 
crossing, more gas as the slope comes closer, out of the swamp without brute force or high jumps. Very nice. 
No need to winch and we also overtook another car.

CP stamp, move on. The roadbook guides us through shrubs and some muddy puddles. Carefully we push the 
branches aside before getting on the track again. Speed up. 

Unusual noises are heard. Suspicious.
Sounds like a branch, grinding on a propellor shaft. 
We should take a look, ignoring it could cause further damage.

To stop, i step on the clutch and brake. The engine does not sound smooth and dies. Not good.

Stop, open the hood, take a look, take a peek underneath the car, nothing to see what does not belong there.

Okay. Start again. The engine runs. Somehow. Immediately dies when idling. More gas and it runs somehow, 
increasing the rpm makes it running smoother. As soon as I lift the gas, some bangs and the engine stops  again.

Matthias: "Something went wrong really bad. But what?"

Martin: "I think we have some mechanical issues on the motor itself. The noises are very alike."

Matthias: "Oil pressure was fine, the engine was hot, buh no more than 120°C... maan, we were quite fast 
today."

Martin: "Look! The timing belt cover is penetrated by something. I think the tensioner pulley carved its way 
through the plastic. Something is wrong in there, the valve timing is not correct. That would explain all these 
symptoms."

Matthias: "Oh no. This years rally is over."



Further driving is not recommended. Engine failure imminent, broken valves and rods are what we fear. The 
pulley does not look like it would last much longer. Still about 30 kilometers in the first stage. No, it would not 
lve that long.
We decide to quit the stage, maybe a new belt and pulley will be enough to get the engine running again.

We call race control for a recovery service. They tell me, that the recovery will need some time, many broken 
down cars today.
Okay. If we manage to come back into the camp soon, maybe we have a chance to start at the night stage again. 
If it is not totally wrecked.

Five minutes later the MAN Kat 4x4 comes along. A CC-car loaded on its back. Thumb out, we need a tow!

They stop. 50m further on, another CC-Car from Lithuania has stranded. Negotiations. They can not bring us 
back to the camp, too much damaged cars which need recovery.
Only to the next road, where our service needs to pick us up. Okay.

How far away are we from the camp? 14km we are told.

Okay. Call Gerhard. The patrol is needed for a tow. 14km, we do not need the trailer then, just a quick tow...

The Kat tows us on a concrete path, unloads the CC-Landcruiser and fetches the Lithuanian. We send our 
coordinates to Mäx, he and Gerhard start the patrol.

After all the way back to the camp was about 40km. We thought about towing the Lithuanians also, as their 
service did not answer the phone, but with this distance...

Figure 2: Towed by Gerhard und Mäx.



14:00. Back in the camp. We push the car in the tent. Fenders come off, empty the hydraulic oil tank, get it out, 
also the pump, alternator, belt.
The timing belt housing is sealed with glue. Cut it out without breaking the lid does not work. It comes off in 
several pieces.

Figure 3: The moon-shaped cut on the timing belt cover is usually not there. It marks the position of the 
tensioner pulley.

The housing is finally open. Steel balls are lying around. The bearing of the tensioner pulley went into pieces, 
the balls are out, steel running on steel, the plastic of the pulley molten, the belt itself - intact.

The timing? Far away from anything correct. The pulleys on the camshafts are twisted. 



Figure 4: The tensioner pulley (lower middle of the picture) is not in good shape. Balls and pieces lie loose in 
the housing.

We have a new timing belt set and the special tools in our service truck. The re-align of the camshaft pulleys is 
a bit tricky, the special tool does not fit perfect.

17:00. The new timing belt is fitted, all set. We try a start. Cranking. More cranking. A few coughs. Pumping 
the gas helps, it runs somehow, but not round. Dies when letting the gas go.



Figure 5: New timing belt and tensioner pulley mounted. The engine somehow runs in this state, but driving or 
even racing seems not possible.

Martin: "I think, the engine is shot."

Andre: "Take off the head."

Thats the only thing we can do. All stripped apart. Exhaust, inlet, cooling system, valve cover, roller levers, 
valve lifters, all has to be taken apart. Without haste, no dirt allowed, all layed out properly. The dismounted 
parts are taken care of by Ingo, Mäx and Gerhard, cleaned and inspected, working hand in hand.



Lift off. Cylinder head away, the pistons have severe hits. Head on the table, upside down. All valves are bent. 
Merde.

Figure 7: Left: The valves should be shut here. 
Right: On all for pistons are marks of four valve hits.  It is very likely that all valves are bent.

Figure 6: Max looks quite overwhelmed by the complexity of this service task,



We forgot the special tool for the valves at home. Spare valves are also not in our spare parts set.

Gerhard: "Well, lets hammer the valves back into shape."

Will that work? We could try. Giving up is not an option, we are just on the second day in the rallye.
Mäx and I wander through the camp, looking for a valve special tool. Nowhere to be found, so Martin uses the 
angle grinder to modify a spanner socket.
Head on a stable surface, Andre presses the valve discs, Mäx uses surgical skills to get the valve collets out with
pliers and a magnet. Do not lose a single one into the grass, we do not have spares.

32 collets are out, counted two times. Out with the valves.
They look pretty bad. The inlet valves more bent than the outlets.

Figure 8: The bent valves need some correction works.

Gerhard gets his precision glasses on, the rubber hammer in the hand and shows his skilled hands.
The first one. Will it break or will it bend? 
Well-dosed hammering brings it back into shape.

So we work on. Andre checks the re-bent valves, and tells Gerhard where further adjustment is needed, 
teamwork at its best. The valves are straightened one by one and are somehow closing again. One of the inlet 
valves has a remaining S-bend, but we do not want to risk breaking it.

Will it run again...?

Everyone else is also working on the cars. Ingo changes the fan, again, Martin cleans the engine block and fixes
the brocken timing belt cover, Mäx and I remove sealant from the cylinder head parts and clean them, Max 
welds the exhaust of the Discovery. 
The Exhaust was torn right behind the manifold, so Anja and Edi quit the second stage and returned to the camp
in limp home mode, as the lambda sonds did not work anymore.

A lot of business going on in the camp.



Figure 9: Rebuilding the engine.

Sun sets. At ten o'clock we have completed the engine block again. New head gasket, bolts, head put on, valve 
train, all oiled or sealed, timing belt tight, fresh oil and then we try to start the motor. Without coolant, exhaust 
or air filter.

A bit of cranking and it runs! 
Idling a bit unstable, but good response to the gas. We are really happy now. Yeah!

Figure 10: Martins fingers got catched in the timing belt. The cruciating pain can bee seen in his face.



The first fight has been won.
We get some food, then assemble the rest of the car.
Re-Seal the timing belt housing, rebuild hydraulics, alternator, oil tank, air and exhaust, a jerrycan of fuel into 
the tank and a few minutes till midnight we are ready to race again, thanks to the excellent working team.
Yes.

What a action-packed afternoon. Working this deep in the guts of the engine was never necessary whilst we 
were on a rallye. Now we will see if all the work will pay out.
40 minutes till prestart of the night stage.
Martin checks the roadbook, I build some additional lights onto the roof, done. Let's go!

Figure 11: We depart to the night stage. All working again.

Andre pleads: "Go slow. Do not kill the engine. We do not know how long the valves will live."

Okay, we take that advice. On, to the start.
From the prestart 15km with maximum 40km/h through the poligon, till the start at the centre. 

As we quit the day stage, we are among the last starters.
Martin has full focus on the road book. Start. Modest, we do not want the next engine failure. But still, it does 
not take long until we drive in the dust from our precursor.
The sight gets worse. We overtake two other cars, close in to a third one, high concentration is needed to see 
every junction mentioned in the roadbook.

We arrive at many crossroads. A lot of cars are here, driving around and trying to find the right path. 
Martin does not need much time for his decision and tells me the second to the left. Gravel road. Next junction 
fits to the road book. The one after - with good will - fits too. But the direction of the compass course is right. 
That will do.

Go on. Two kilometres, until we decide that this can not be right. Back to the junction where all the others were 
looking for the right path.
Stop. We exit the car, with the roadbook in the hand and have a look. The moon is bright, so we have some 
overview.



Some other cars pass, in different directions.

The road book specifies three paved and three unpaved roads, joining here.

Martin: "I can see neither asphalt, concrete nor cobbles. Nothing what would count as hard surface. This does 
not fit. And I am even not sure anymore where we came from."

Matthias: "Can't see tarmac either. Damn! But three of those roads have a sign, 'No Tracks'. I think, these count 
as paved roads..."

Martin: "... so we have to go this direction."

Hop back into the car, go on. The road book fits again. But Martin is annoyed, as we lost a lot of time here.

We approach a water crossing. A queue has piled up. The crossing was already in the track on monday. 
Everybody should know it. Still, we have a traffic jam.
One by one it is passed slowly, many need the winch.

Two cars are stuck in the water, blocking the way. To the left Bema on Patrol, right Olaf on a Defender.
Impatient, we want to compensate the time we lost when searching for the right direction.

Olaf already winched himself over the critical step. The car is still in the water, clearing his winch rope or 
something like that. So into the water, cross the underwater step behind Olaf and on. Olaf did not move on as 
expected.
Avoiding the defender we go into the middle, deep groove there, leaning to the left. Stop. Don't go on. Don't 
roll over into the deep water again. Winch out and onto a tree, Team Olaf moved on in the meantime. So we 
winch to the right, out of the water, Martin gets in again, back on the track.

Figure 12: The real water crossing action happened in the deeper part, a few metres before. As the 
photographer did not want to wet his pants, he only took pictures from cars in shallow water.

That was not very glorious. But in a race it is needed to take a risk. Sometimes it fails, sometimes it fails really 
bad. This time only a small fail.

We go on. Tank tracks, two more water crossings, junctions with lots of paths hard to see in the dark, no big 
problems. We meet our friends on the Sturmhorst Range Rover more than once, but somewhere they are faster.
Treat the engine with care, said Andre. And a precise navigation is more important, especially at night.

At the end of the stage a small water crossing is in the road book. For all classes, also CC class.



Bernd, member of the organisation team blocks the path. He is totally soaked and tells us that the exit is teared 
up, the CC-Cars are blocking the way. The stage is quit at this point. We should exit to the left and return to the 
camp on roads.

We return to the camp at about four in the morning. Dawn already set in. About 70km were a quite long night 
stage. The night is short, end of june up in the north, used up pretty well.
A quick check if something hangs down from the car, a shower and good night.

Position 24 in the day stage - we got past the first two CPs so we are not the last one - and position 5 in the 
night stage. The water crossing in the night stage was neutralized due to the long queue. 


